BASE & Roses is a Bristol collective who came together to combat the threat of mass food insecurity during the Coronavirus crisis. Around 4m people in the UK were short on food even before the crisis.

We aim to get surplus food and redistribute it to people who need it. **There is no shortage of food.** The system we live under values profit above our needs, so often discards decent food, whilst many go hungry.

A lot of us who started this journey are anarchists. The current system is rotten to the core, and it's only by building community networks like this that we can start to fight for our lives and freedom. Whether or not we go hungry shouldn't be decided by the CEOs of supermarkets or their latest profits.

This food prepared within hygiene protocols (email for details). This food is free of charge. If you have spare money, you can donate at: [www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/baseandroses](http://www.justgiving.com/crowdfunding/baseandroses) ..but it's no problem if you don't.

**Everyone deserves good quality food.**

Please pass our contacts to anyone who may need a free food delivery. Or join us and get involved!

For mutual aid and solidarity. baseandroses@riseup.net 07731 845211